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Photoelectron spectroscopy �PES� is combined with theoretical calculations to investigate the
electronic and atomic structures of three doped aluminum clusters, MAl12

− �M=Li, Cu, and Au�.
Well-resolved PES spectra have been obtained at two detachment photon energies, 266 nm
�4.661 eV� and 193 nm �6.424 eV�. Basin-hopping global optimization method in combination with
density-functional theory calculations has been used for the structural searches. Good agreement
between the measured PES spectra and theoretical simulations helps to identify the global minimum
structures. It is found that LiAl12

− �C5v� can be viewed as replacing a surface Al atom by Li on an
icosahedral Al13

− , whereas Cu prefers the central site to form the encapsulated D3d-Cu@Al12
− . For

AuAl12
− �C1�, Au also prefers the central site, but severely distorts the Al12 cage due to its large

size. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2805386�

I. INTRODUCTION

Aluminum-transition-metal alloys are known to form
quasicrystals, which have rotational order but no transla-
tional symmetry.1 Icosahedral units, such as M@Al12, are
often found in M–Al �M=W, Mn, Cr, Mo, Tc, and Re� qua-
sicrystal alloys. These icosahedral units seem to exhibit sig-
nificant stability and can be viewed as building blocks of the
quasicrystals. In the gas phase, Al13

− is well known to be an
icosahedral cluster with high geometric stability and a closed
electronic shell as well.2–8 Doping aluminum clusters with
other impurity atoms provides an additional degree of free-
dom to fabricate mixed clusters with unique and tunable
electronic and chemical properties. Indeed, mixed aluminum
clusters have been extensively studied over the past decade
with the hope to discover novel cluster-assembled
materials.9–34

The Al13
− cluster anion owes its pronounced stability to

the major electronic shell closing at 40 valence electrons and
its high Ih symmetry. Al13 has a high electron affinity �EA� of
3.57 eV,4,30 similar to that of Cl �3.61 eV�, the highest EA
among the elements in the periodic table.35 Li and Wang30

previously studied the doped clusters of Al12X
− �X

=C,Ge,Sn,Pb� using photoelectron spectroscopy �PES� and
showed that neutral clusters Al12X �X=Ge,Sn,Pb� all pos-
sess the Ih-X@Al12 structures with a large energy gap be-
tween their highest occupied molecular orbitals �HOMOs�
and lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals �LUMOs�. The
PES pattern of Al12C

− was found to be distinctly different,
confirming that it does not possess an Ih structure. A recent
PES and photoionization spectroscopic study by Akutsu
et al.21 suggested that Al12B

−, Al12P, and Al12P
+ also have

the Ih-X@Al12 structures.
Theoretical studies of the 13-atom doped aluminum

clusters MAl12 have also been reported previously.13–17

Khanna et al.15 performed a comparative study between Cu
and K doped aluminum clusters MAln �M=Cu,K;n
=11–14� and showed that the ionization potential of Cu
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doped aluminum cluster is larger than that of K doped one.
Because the atomic size of Cu and Al is close to each other,
the copper dopant tends to locate at the central site inside the
Al cage. In contrast, K dopant tends to locate outside the Al
cage. Zope and Baruah17 used B3LYP/LANL2DZ level of
density-functional theory �DFT� and studied 13-atom alumi-
num clusters containing a metal dopant. They suggested that
doping the cluster with the coinage metal or alkali metal
atom results in a lower ionization potential and that the dop-
ant atom prefers to stay at the periphery rather than at the
center in both cases. The coinage metal atom doped clusters
with the dopant atom at the center can be stable �local
minima�, but the low-lying isomers typically have the dopant
at the periphery. The CuAl12 cluster was investigated in more
detail by Kumar and Kawazoe13 and a highly symmetric
structure �Ih point group� with a large magnetic moment was
predicted.

In a series of previous work, we have studied the elec-
tronic and geometric structures of a variety of mixed alumi-
num clusters using PES and also in combination with ab
initio calculations.23–34 Well-resolved PES spectra serve as
electronic “fingerprints” of the underlying clusters and can
be used for comparisons with theoretical simulations. In the
current contribution, we report on a joint PES and theoretical
investigation of metal-doped aluminum cluster anions,
MAl12

− �M=Li, Cu, and Au�. Good agreement between the
measured PES spectra and the simulated ones enables us to
identify the energetically most stable structures of
MAl12

− �M=Li, Cu, and Au�.

II. EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL METHODS

A. Photoelectron spectroscopy

The experiments were carried out using a magnetic-
bottle time-of-flight PES apparatus, details of which have
been described elsewhere.36 Briefly, aluminum/metal alloy
clusters were produced by laser vaporization of a compressed
disk target made from Al and M �M=Li, Cu, and Au�. The
laser-produced plasma was mixed with a helium carrier gas
pulse at 10 atm backing pressure. A cold cluster beam was
produced via supersonic expansion of clusters and carrier gas
mixture through a 2 mm diameter nozzle and collimated by a
6 mm diameter skimmer. The cluster anions were extracted
from the beam perpendicularly and analyzed by a time-of-
flight mass spectrometer. The MAl12

− �M=Li, Cu, and Au�
cluster anions of interest were each mass selected and decel-
erated before crossing with a detachment laser beam in the
interaction zone of the magnetic-bottle PES analyzer. Photo-
electrons were collected at nearly 100% efficiency by the
magnetic bottle and analyzed in a 3.5-m-long electron flight
tube. The binding energy spectra were obtained by subtract-
ing the kinetic energy spectra from the photon energies of the
detachment laser. In the current study, two detachment pho-
ton energies were used, 266 nm �4.661 eV� from a Nd:yt-
trium aluminum garnet laser and 193 nm �6.424 eV� from an
ArF excimer laser. The PES spectra were calibrated using the
known spectra of Au− at 193 nm and Pt− at 266 nm. The PES
apparatus had an electron energy resolution of �E /E
�2.5%, that is, �25 meV for 1 eV electrons.

B. Theoretical methods

For all the doped clusters we employed the basin-
hopping �BH� global optimization technique combined with
DFT calculations to search the global-minimum structures.37

The BH method essentially converts the potential energy sur-

face �Ẽ� to a multidimensional “staircase” via the mapping

Ẽ�X�=min�E�X��, where X denotes the nuclear coordinates
of the cluster and “min” refers to the energy minimization
performed starting from X.38 In practice, the canonical
Monte Carlo �MC� sampling method was used to explore the

transformed potential energy surface Ẽ at a fixed tempera-
ture. With each MC move, coordinates of all atoms are ran-
domly displaced, followed by a geometry optimization using
a DFT method. Specifically, the DFT method with gradient-
corrected Perdue-Burke-Ernzerhof �PBE� exchange correla-
tion functional,39 which is implemented in the DMOL3

program,40 was employed for the structural optimization.
Unbiased BH searches were performed for all the clus-

ters, MAl12
− �M=Li, Cu, and Au�. Despite marked differences

among the randomly generated initial structures of a cluster,
the BH-DFT search consistently yields the same lowest-
energy isomer, typically within 200 MC trial moves. Among
the top low-lying isomers, those having energy values within
0.2 eV from the lowest-lying isomer were regarded as can-
didates for the lowest-energy structure, whose simulated
spectra are to be compared with the experimental PES data.
Relative energies of the candidate isomers �three for the Li
doped cluster, and six each for the Cu and Au doped clusters�
with respect to the lowest-energy isomer were further evalu-
ated using PBE functional with 6-31G�d� �for Al, Li, and Cu�
or LANL2DZ �for Au� basis sets,41 which are implemented
in the GAUSSIAN 03 software package.42 Vibrational fre-
quency calculations were also carried out for all the opti-
mized clusters to ascertain the absence of imaginary frequen-

FIG. 1. �Color online� Photoelectron spectra of MAl12
− �M=Li, Cu, and Au�

at 266 nm �4.661 eV� and 193 nm �6.424 eV�.
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cies. Finally, simulated PES spectra for all candidate isomers
were obtained, for which the first vertical detachment ener-
gies �VDEs� of all the isomers were calculated as the energy
difference between the ground state of the anion and that of
the neutral cluster at the geometry of the anion. The binding
energies of the deeper orbitals were then added to the first
VDE to give the electronic density of states. Each calculated
VDE was fitted with a Gaussian of width 0.04 eV to give the
simulated spectra, which are compared to the experimental
PES spectra.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The measured PES spectra of MAl12
− �M=Li, Cu, and

Au� at 266 and 193 nm detachment photon energies are
shown in Fig. 1. Although the three species have the same
number of valence electrons, their PES spectra are quite dif-
ferent from each other, suggesting they should possess dif-
ferent structures. The 193 nm spectrum of LiAl12

− �Fig. 1�b��
shows congested bands between 3 and 4 eV and displays no
intense electronic transitions at higher binding energies. The
266 nm spectrum �Fig. 1�a�� resolves the spectrum within the
same binding energy regime into three major bands �labeled
X, A, and B�. The X band represents the ground state tran-
sition, yielding adiabatic detachment energy �ADE� and
VDE of 3.10 and 3.23 eV, respectively. A low binding en-
ergy tail �labeled X�� was observed in both the 193 and
266 nm spectra, indicating the existence of minor isomers.

The spectra of CuAl12
− exhibit four well-resolved bands

between 3 and 4.3 eV �Figs. 1�c� and 1�d��. The ground state
transition �X� in the 266 nm spectrum yields an ADE and
VDE as 3.24 and 3.31 eV, respectively. Minor features X�
and A� at the low binding energies of 2.71 and 3.05 eV,
respectively, were quite prominently observed in the 266 nm
spectrum, which are attributed to low-lying isomers.

The spectra of AuAl12
− �Figs. 1�e� and 1�f�� were well

resolved with numerous features, which appear to consist of
four relatively sharp bands �X ,A–C� between 3 and 3.8 eV
and two broader bands �D and E� at 4.15 and 4.45 eV. The
ground state transition defined by band X yields an ADE and
VDE of 3.10 and 3.15 eV, respectively. The sharp peak X
also suggests that there is no significant geometry change
between the ground states of AuAl12

− and AuAl12. The mea-
sured ADEs and VDEs for all three clusters are summarized
in Table I and compared with the calculated VDEs.

IV. THEORETICAL RESULTS

The low-lying structures located for MAl12
− �M=Li, Cu,

and Au� are depicted in Figs. 2–4, respectively. The calcu-
lated ground state VDEs are compared with the experimental
data in Table I. The symmetries, total energies, relative en-
ergies, and HOMO-LUMO gaps of all low-lying structures
are summarized in Table II. The simulated PES spectra for
all low-lying structures are shown in Figs. 5–7.

TABLE I. Experimental ADE and VDE for MAl12
− �M=Li, Cu, and Au� and theoretical VDEs for the lowest

energy isomers calculated at the PBEPBE/6-31G�d� level for the Cu and Li doped clusters and PBEPBE/
LANL2DZ level for Au doped cluster.

Species ADE �expt., eV� VDE �expt., eV� Point group VDE �theoretical, eV�

LiAl12
− 3.10±0.05 3.23±0.05 C5v 3.12

CuAl12
− 3.24±0.03 3.31±0.03 D3d 3.15

AuAl12
− 3.10±0.05 3.15±0.03 C1 3.08

TABLE II. Symmetry, total energy �DFT�, relative energy �DFT�, and HOMO-LUMO gaps for each of the three
low-lying isomers of LiAl12

− and the six low-lying isomers of CuAl12
− and AuAl12

− . The lowest-energy isomers
are denoted in bold.

Species Point group Energy �a.u.� �E �eV� HOMO-LUMO gap �eV�

LiAl12
− (1) C5v −2915.237 435 38 0.000 0.792

LiAl12
− �2� Cs −2915.222 540 53 0.405 0.872

LiAl12
− �3� Cs −2915.222 582 40 0.404 0.738

CuAl12
− (1) D3d −4547.786 228 00 0.000 0.317

CuAl12
− �2� Cs −4547.782 541 79 0.099 0.696

CuAl12
− �3� C1 −4547.776 544 28 0.263 0.869

CuAl12
− �4� C1 −4547.772 161 90 0.383 1.178

CuAl12
− �5� Cs −4547.769 629 69 0.452 0.838

CuAl12
− �6� Cs −4547.763 905 42 0.607 0.860

AuAl12
− (1) C1 −159.786 211 128 0.000 1.004

AuAl12
− �2� Cs −159.783 342 294 0.078 0.921

AuAl12
− �3� Cs −159.777 941 918 0.225 0.914

AuAl12
− �4� Cs −159.775 957 450 0.279 0.845

AuAl12
− �5� C1 −159.769 350 826 0.459 0.895

AuAl12
− �6� Cs −159.767 586 152 0.507 0.737
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A. LiAl12
−

For LiAl12
− , the BH search yielded three low-lying struc-

tures �Fig. 2�. The electronic energies �in hartree� of all three
isomers, calculated at PBEPBE/6-31G�d� level of theory, are
listed in Table II. The lowest-energy structure possesses C5v
symmetry and can be viewed as replacing a surface Al atom
by Li in the Ih-Al13

− . The C5v-LiAl12
− possesses two types of

Li–Al bonds �5�2.91 and 1�2.59 Å�. Our results for
LiAl12

− are consistent with those obtained by Majumder
et al.10 Alternative structures 2 and 3 are distorted with low
symmetry �Cs� and are �0.4 eV higher in energy than the
C5v structure. In all structures �1–3�, the Li atom occupies a
surface rather than interior site.

B. CuAl12
−

The BH search yielded six low-lying isomers for CuAl12
− ,

as shown in Fig. 3 and Table II. The lowest-energy structure
possesses D3d symmetry with the Cu atom located inside the
Al12 cage. Note that the structure of the lowest-energy neu-
tral isomer reported by Kumar and Kawazoe13 was more
symmetric �Ih point group�. Our global minimum search
yielded a slightly lower symmetry �D3d� for the anion iso-
mer, reminiscent of a Jahn-Teller distortion from the Ih clus-
ter. The structure of isomer 2 reveals a proximity to that of

the highly symmetric isomer 1, but all other isomers �3–6�
are highly distorted with an open aluminum cage structure.
The Cu atom occupies the interior site in structures 1–3,
whereas it occupies a surface site in structures 4–6.

C. AuAl12
−

Similar to the Cu-doped cluster, the BH search yielded
also six low-lying isomers for AuAl12

− , as shown in Fig. 4.
The electronic energies �in hartree� and relative energies of
all the six isomers, calculated at the PBEPBE/LANL2DZ
level of theory, are listed in Table II. Unlike the Cu-doped
cluster, the lowest-energy isomer of AuAl12

− �isomer 1� ex-
hibits low-symmetry �C1� with an interior Au atom. Isomer
2, which also features an interior Au atom, is close in energy;
but in all other isomers �3–6� the Au atom is outside the
aluminum cage. All the AuAl12

− isomers possess low symme-
try �C1 or Cs� and open aluminum cages due to the large size
of the dopant atom.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Structures and relative energies of the six low-lying
isomers of CuAl12

− . Aluminum atoms are shown in light purple.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Structures and relative energies of the three low-lying
isomers of LiAl12

− . Aluminum atoms are larger spheres and in light purple.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Structures and
relative energies of the six low-lying
isomers of AuAl12

− . Aluminum atoms
are shown in light purple.
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V. DISCUSSION

A. Comparison between experiment and theory and
confirmation of the ground state structures

The well-resolved PES spectra for MAl12
− �M=Li, Cu,

and Au� as shown in Fig. 1 serve as definitive electronic
fingerprints, which allow detailed comparisons with the com-
putational simulations to locate the ground state structures of
the clusters. The calculated ground state VDEs for the
lowest-energy isomer in each species are compared with ex-
perimental data in Table I. The computational data are
0.07–0.16 eV within the experimental measurements, which
should be considered excellent agreement.

The simulated PES spectra for all the low-lying isomers
of the doped clusters are shown in Figs. 5–7, respectively.
We found that in each case the simulated spectrum for the
global-minimum structure agrees best with the experimental
spectrum, in particular for the transitions below �4.5 eV. In
the simulated spectra, there are clear transitions in the higher
binding energy range beyond 5 eV. In the experimental spec-
tra at 193 nm, weak signals are indeed present in the higher
binding energy range, but they appear very weak and not
well defined. It is conceivable that in the higher energy range
the simple molecular orbital picture is no longer fitting to
describe the photoemission processes. This is likely to be the
case for all three clusters and we will only focus on the more
intense features at the lower binding energy side in the com-
parison between experimental and simulated PES spectra.

Isomer 1 for LiAl12
− clearly gives a well-matched PES

pattern as compared to the experiment data. The three experi-
mental PES bands between 3 and 4 eV �Figs. 1�a� and 1�b��
are roughly reproduced computationally �Fig. 5�a��. On the
other hand, the simulated spectra for isomers 2 and 3 do not
agree with the experimental spectra. They both give rela-
tively low electron binding energies, and their simulated
spectra are congested at below 4 eV, in contrast to the rela-
tively simple experimental PES pattern. Thus, isomers 2 and
3 should have negligible contributions to the PES spectra.

For CuAl12
− , the lowest energy isomer 1 �Fig. 6�a�� gives

very good match to the experimental spectra �Figs. 1�c� and
1�d�� and the VDE is also in good agreement with the ex-
perimental spectra. In particular, the four well-resolved PES
bands �X, A, B, C� between 3 and 4.3 eV are well reproduced
by isomer 1. All other structures �2–6� generate too many
PES features and congested PES patterns within this binding
energy regime, in disagreement with the experimental data.
Thus the observed PES pattern for CuAl12

− is relatively
simple and in accord with the high symmetry structure 1.

The situation for AuAl12
− appears to be more complex

�Fig. 7�. All six structures produce similar ground state
VDEs close to the experimental data, with structures 4 and 5
being slightly worse. In terms of the overall PES pattern,
those of structures 2 and 5 appear to be diffuse, in disagree-
ment with the experimental data. Furthermore, structure 3
generates doublet peaks at the lowest binding energies, also
in disagreement with the observed sharp ground state feature
X �Fig. 1�e��. Structure 6 is �0.5 eV higher in energy than
the ground state and its contribution to the PES spectra

should be negligible. Therefore, structure 1 is the best can-
didate to interpret the PES spectra for AuAl12

− .

B. On the minor isomers in LiAl12
− and CuAl12

−

The weak low binding energy tails �X�� observed in
LiAl12

− �Figs. 1�a� and 1�b�� and CuAl12
− �Figs. 1�c� and 1�d��

FIG. 5. �Color online� ��a�–�c�� Simulated spectra of the three low-lying
isomers of LiAl12

− obtained from BH search.
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suggest that minor isomers are populated in the correspond-
ing cluster beams. The experimental data can be best viewed
in the perspective of presence of different spin states of the
lowest lying isomer 1 �Tables III and IV�. However, due to
the complexity of the system, this interpretation may be con-
sidered tentative.

According to the concept of jellium model43 the valence
orbitals of all these clusters can be triply degenerate �2p�.
Therefore the anion and neutral isomers can acquire singlet/
triplet and/or doublet/quartet spin states, respectively. Kumar
and Kawazoe13 suggested a higher spin quartet state �three
unpaired electrons; M=4� for the neutral CuAl12 cluster,
which led us to recalculate the energies of all the plausible
spin states for all the lowest-energy isomers and to compare
their spectra for matching the minor features in the experi-
mental spectra. All the spin states of the lowest-lying isomer

were reoptimized using both DFT and Møller-Plesset
second-order �MP2� perturbation theory44 and 6-31G�d� ba-
sis sets. The relative energies of the lowest energy isomers at
several spin states are given in Table III. Table IV compares
the experimental �feature X� in Fig. 1� and theoretical VDEs
of both Li and Cu doped species. Although the triplet state
has high energy it may still be considered as a metastable
state for isomer 1 and possibly gives rise to the minor fea-
tures �e.g., feature X�� in the spectra owing to a very low
population �Fig. 8�.

A careful analysis of the weak X� feature in the spectrum
of LiAl12

− revealed two distinct transitions �2.79, 2.98 eV�
which are extremely near to the features generated by the
simulated PES �2.71, 3.06 eV� of the triplet ground state of
the anion to a doublet excited state of the neutral of the

FIG. 7. �Color online� ��a�–�f�� simulated spectra of the six low-lying isomer
of AuAl12

− obtained from BH search.

FIG. 6. �Color online� ��a�–�f�� simulated spectra of the six low-lying iso-
mers of CuAl12

− obtained from BH search.

TABLE III. Relative energies �in eV� of the different spin states from DFT-PBE, MP2, and CCSD�T� calcula-
tions of all lowest-lying isomers. M denotes the spin multiplicity of the isomer. Spin states with very close
energies are highlighted in bold.

Species

Anion Neutral �in anion geometry�

DFT
MP2

�CCSD�T�� DFT MP2

LiAl12 Singlet �M=1� 0.000 Doublet �M=2� 0.000 0.000
Triplet �M=3� 0.415 Quartet �M=4� 0.409 0.270

CuAl12 Singlet �M=1� 0.061 0.000
�0.000�

Doublet �M=2� 0.000 0.000

Triplet �M=3� 0.000 0.294
�0.237�

Quartet �M=4� 0.094 0.190

AuAl12 Singlet �M=1� 0.000 Doublet �M=2� 0.000 0.000
Triplet �M=3� 0.533 Quartet �M=4� 0.572 0.323
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isomer 1. In a previous PES study, Thomas et al. recorded a
355 nm spectrum for LiAl12

− at a lower resolution and re-
ported an EA of 2.40±0.20 eV for LiAl12,

16 which appears to
be due to the minor isomer with a higher spin. Our current
PES data indicate the LiAl12 ground state possesses a sub-
stantially higher EA of 3.10±0.05 eV �Table I�.

For CuAl12
− , the presence of low-lying isomers in the

experiment was more prominent �X� and A� in Fig. 1�c��. The
different spin states of this isomer were also reoptimized
using the MP2 level of theory and 6-31G�d� basis sets. Sub-
sequent single-point energy calculation at the coupled-cluster
level of theory �including singles, doubles, and noniterative
perturbative triples� CCSD�T� and 6-311+G�2d� basis sets
showed that the triplet-state isomer is actually higher in en-
ergy than the singlet-state isomer �Table III�. Hence, the
probable weak features �X� and A�� were most likely due to
transitions from a triplet anion to a doublet neutral state �Fig.
8�. Since the triplet anion state in this case is closer in energy

to the corresponding singlet, the triplet-state isomer should
have a slightly higher population, compared to the higher-
spin isomers in LiAl12

− for contribution to the minor feature
X� �Table III�. Moreover, the quartet neutral state is much
closer in energy to the doublet. This relatively small energy
difference will influence the population of each state and
therefore can be held responsible for the triplet to doublet
state transition of the Cu doped species. The VDE for the
minor isomer of CuAl12

− is measured to be 2.71±0.03 eV
�Table IV�, which is �0.6 eV lower than that of the main
isomer. Thomas et al. previously reported an electron affinity
of 2.53 eV for CuAl12 on the basis of a PES measurement at
355 nm.12 Again, this number should be attributed to the
minor isomer with a higher spin. The electron affinity for the
CuAl12 ground state is 3.24±0.03 eV �Table I�.

For AuAl12
− the MP2 level calculation was generally con-

sistent with DFT calculations for the isomer 1. The weak
features arising from different spin states as in the case for Li
and Cu doped species were not very prominent in the case of
AuAl12

− �Fig. 1�. Table III shows that the triplet anion isomer
is much higher in energy compared to the corresponding sin-
glet one. This large energy difference is also consistent for
the spin states of the neutral isomers, i.e., the quartet one is
much higher in energy than the corresponding doublet state
for AuAl12. In summary, the triplet and quartet spin states of
AuAl12

− /AuAl12 are almost equally high in energy �Fig. 8�

TABLE IV. Experimental VDE for the minor isomer in the PES of LiAl12
−

and CuAl12
− �X� in Fig. 1� and the calculated VDE with the triplet spin

anions.

Species VDE �expt., eV� VDE �theoretical, eV�

LiAl12
− 2.79±0.05 2.710

CuAl12
− 2.71±0.03 2.707

FIG. 8. �a� Relative energies of different spin states and all the probable transitions for Li, Cu, and Au doped species. The solid dots schematically show the
population of MAl12

− �M=Li, Cu, and Au� in different spin states. �b� The calculated spectra based on the triplet to doublet state transition in the cases of LiAl12
−

and CuAl12
− .
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and therefore the lack of their population might be respon-
sible for the almost absence of minor features in the experi-
mental spectra.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have conducted a combined photo-
electron spectroscopy and computational study on a series of
doped aluminum clusters, MAl12

− �M=Li, Cu, and Au�. Well-
resolved PES spectra were obtained at two detachment pho-
ton energies, 266 nm �4.661 eV� and 193 nm �6.424 eV�, re-
vealing electronic as well as isomeric information. Basin-
hopping global optimization method combined with density-
functional theory calculations were used for the structural
searches. Good agreement between the measured PES spec-
tra and theoretical simulations lends considerable credence
for the obtained global minimum structures for each doped
cluster. It was found that LiAl12

− �C5v� can be viewed as
replacing a surface Al atom by Li on an icosahedral Al13

− ,
whereas Cu prefers the central site to form the encapsulated
D3d-Cu@Al12

− . For AuAl12
− �C1�, Au also prefers the central

site, but severely distorts the Al12 cage due to its large size.
The structural trend in this series may be understood on the
basis of the atomic sizes of the dopants and their nature of
chemical bonding.
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